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marily with homosexuality from the scientific, historical and critical
point of view ••• books, magazines, pamphlets ••• to sponsor edu-
cational programs, lectures and concerts for the aid and benefit of
social variants, and to promote among the general public an interest,
knowledge and understanding of the problems of variation ••• to
sponsor research and promote the integration into society of such
persons whose behavior and inclinations vary from current moral
and social standards.
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GAME OF FOOLS
BY JAMES BARR

The first edition of this startling play has raised a storm of comment. Some

have ~een shocked; others, deeply stirred. A fearless, hard-hitting drama -

four young homosexuals brought into violent conflict with the moral conven-

tions of their community - how they faced obstacles and powerful pressures.

Told with James Barr's rare ability for making you see and know his

characters.

In his brilliant introduction, Mr. Barr writes:

"To the homosexual, everything seems to change except the public's abiding

scorn for homosexuality. Who keeps the fires banked and blazing? Anyone

who examines the beliefs of any conservative church, and acknowledges

religion as the cust~dian of our moral attitudes, usually seeks no further

for his first answer. II

now $4.50 Address ONE Inc., Book Dept.
232 So. Hill Street, Los Angeles 12, California.

add 4% tax, In Los Ange'es; 3% elsewhere In Calif.
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THE DOCTOR AND THE HOMOSEXUAL
By Lyn Pedersen

a discussion of
HOMOSEXUALITY AND PROSTITUTION,
British Medical Association, Tavistock
Square, W.C.l, London, 2s.6d., 94 pp.,
Dec. 55.

After the English furore over homosexuality described in ONE, May '54, Her
Majesty's government appointed a DEPARTMENTAL COMMITTEE on Homo-
sexuality and Prostitution to investigate these questions and recommend possible
tightening or relaxation of the law.

Likewise the Church -of England's Moral Welfare Council made an investiga-
tion resulting in the revolutionary interim report reviewed here in June '54 and
the Bailey historical study reviewed in Nov. '55. The Council argued that the
homosexual is not generally responsible for his basic condition and cannot gen-
erally change it, but that like heterosexuals he has a moral duty to abstain from
non-procreative sex acts. They stoutly recommend relaxing the law, denying the
state any right to regulate private morality of consenting adults.

Now a committee set up by the British Medical Association gives its report
and recommendations, offered as the medical profession's advice to the DEPART-
MENTAL COMMITTEE (which, after studying all the submissions, will consider
what changes, if any, ought to be made in the law.)

The BMA report got the flare-scare treatment in the press, largely for its
opinion that Britain has a half million homosexuals (admitted as a groundless
estimate, along with the pious afterthought that England surely has fewer homo-
sexuals than Kinsey found in America), including members of Parliament, the
clergy, press and services. This goaded some MP's to demand an official investiga-
tion. The doctors said they had specific cases in mind and weren't merely gen-
eralizing about the lawmakers, but that their interviews were all anonymous.

Like many things tossed up by committees, this report is uneven, often con-
tradictory or ridiculous. Yet it is generally thoughtful and authoritative, and on
one clearly stated point quite historic:

"An important object of the medical treatment of a homosexual person is to
help him to adjust himself to his condition in as high a degree as possible and to
reach a stage where he is able to exercise sustained restraint from overt acts which
would bring him into conflict with the law. It will also help him to achieve self
discipline. This will lead to increasing self-respect and enable him to feel that he
"belongs" to a society which does not condemn him outright. The more the public
understands the nature of homosexuality, the more effective can be the individual
treatment by the doctor.

"The medical profession has no panacea to offer for the cure of homosexuality,
but it is in a position to do valuable work in enabling the individual to overcome
his disability, even if it cannot alter his sexual orientation. It must be admitted
with regret that some of the advice given to homosexuals in the name of treatment
is often useless, simply defeatist, or grossly unethical. Some of it may be even
dangerous, as when, with insufficient investigation into aetiology, a confirmed
homosexual is advised to marry, no thought being given to the future partner.
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"Not all homosexual persons need, or are amenable to, medical treatment.
Many respond to kindly and sympathetic help from friends or those in authority
over them. Some adjust as a result of spiritual experience. A large proportion can
benefit, to a greater or less degree, by medical treatment, though some confirmed
homosexuals seem to be beyond psychiatric help in our present state of knowledge.
The Committee estimates that a definitely valuable and significant improvement, in
the sense of successful personal and social adjustment, takes place in a number of
patients, though it must be admitted that completely successful treatment is rare
with essential homosexuals.

"The limitations of medical treatment should be borne in mind by the courts.
It IS sometimes wrongly assumed that an offender who is not susceptible to correc-
tive treatment must necessarily be especially vicious and deserving of severe
punishment."

This has been said before by individuals, but never before has a major Amer-
ican or English professional association denied the possibility (by known methods)
of curing most homosexuals. Most ministers, judges, analysts, etc., still talk loosely
of cure, cure, when there is no cure. (To say homosexuals can't generally now
be cured is not the same as saying none of them need any sort of therapy.) But
most of the "cure" talk is nonsense, based on limited success with a small propor-
tion of borderline homosexuals. These four paragraphs might be the most impor-
tant thing to come out of the entire recent mess in England.

The report also notes that most conclusions regarding homosexuality are
derived from limited and unrepresentative groups (patients and prisoners) and
the conclusions therefore are generally unreliable.

One weakness vitiates both this study and that by the Moral Welfare COuncil:
These men are apparently unable to see beyond the official moral pronouncements
of their own culture, a process sociologists and anthropologists think necessary to
evaluate any social problem. To re-examine a major social condition, one must go
beneath the surface of prejudice and practice to re-examine the basic moral assump-
tions for their utility, their justice, their sense. Among the assumptions in this
category that neither doctors nor clergymen bother to re-examine is the notion that
the expenditure of sexual energies is justified solely for procreation.

(Would the clergymen who reason so tightly on this "head of a pin" agree
that the seed of all fruit and grain-and chickens-was divinely produced for
procreation, therefore being sinful to eat? The logic is identical. Nature is more
than lavish in her generative prowess. The seed that may seem basically designed
for one sole purpose is often necessarily used for another. Man himself produces
an almost limitless supply of seed, and the theological assumption that it is
sinful to waste it is simply nonsense. Most of it naturally goes to waste. Only if
a man spent most of his time at impregnations could he perhaps avoid wasting
most of the seed within him. If there is a plan in nature, the wasting of seed must
logically be part of that plan. In a monogamous society few men will wish to
instigate the generative process much more often than once a year. Not even the
clergy would be so rash as to urge that married couples should only cohabit when
they intend to produce children. Yet the chief moral objection to homosexual acts
remains that they allegedly divert sexual energies from their supposedly exclusive
natural purpose of generation. The doctors incidentally point out that the incidence
of homosexuality is hardly high enough to particularly affect the general birth
rate.)

Doctors and clergymen both admit that homosexual components in the individ-
ual may be just as natural as heterosexual. They both admit that the homo-
sexual is not responsible for a condition he can seldom change. They may
even suggest, as the clergymen do, that homosexuality is less sinful than adultery,
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and that the present law is unfair. But both groups stick unreasoningly to the
premise that it is inherently evil for homosexuals to act according to their natures.
The clergymen (with fine talk about the noble example set by countless old maids)
recommend lifelong abstinence, and the doctors seem perhaps to suggest this as the
ideal aim of therapy. The doctors lack any consistency. Calling homosexual acts
"repulsive" and such, they shy away from specifically recommending a liberalized
law, although they suggest merely adjusting the homosexual so he can cunningly
escape the consequences of a law of which the doctors rather approve. At least
the clergymen faced the question squarely, however much one may disagree with
some of their sacred premises.

They speak loosely of a general weakening of moral responsibility, or selfish-
ness as if it were chiefly a homosexual trait, and of undefined standards of public
decency, which they say homosexuals by their nature affront whenever they appear
collectively in public. I would not disparage these ideals, but they require sharper
and more thoughtful definition.

Both clergymen and doctors tend to discuss the changing views on homo-
sexuality as if those changes were taking place in an otherwise static moral atmos-
phere. Geoffrey Goree's recent study of English mores indicate that the homo-
sexuals are by no means the only ones no longer willing or able to live in the
straightjacket of antiquated and unnatural views of morality.

In a highly inconsistent passage, the doctors argue for and against the present
restrictive laws, without coming to any clear recommendation, noting the unfair-
ness of persecuting only male homosexuals, noting the blackmail encouraged by
the law, noting the disadvantages of imprisonment for homosexuals.

They make a clear distinction between "essential" and "acquired" homosexuals,
a distinction that will probably remain more theoretical than statistical or subject
to test.

The booklet as a whole is clearly presented. It gives a fair view of ~any
aspects of homosexual problems. It also devotes several pages to prostitution.
There are several elaborate charts, which generally say in complex pictures what
could fully and more clearly have been said in a few words, but it makes the
study look scientific, anyhow.

Two longwinded, repetitious essays are appended, which the Committee fails
to fully endorse, on homosexuality and conversion, where it is argued (with case
histories more pathetic in their simpleton cures than in the "disease") that "con-
version" is the only answer to homosexuality. Only in the attainment of a per-
sonal relationship with God can the individual be sustained in the struggle against
temptation. This seems laughable in view of the high proportion of active homo-
sexuals who are actively religious. It seems worse than laughable when I examine
the large number of clippings in my files relating to cases where a religious suppres-
sion of the homosexual drive has led ultimately to crimes of violence, which of
course are blamed on homosexuality rather than being blamed on a stupid
theological attempt to thwart nature. The latter of these separate essays suggests
that, at some later date, experimental treatment centers, religiously orientated but
on the order of Alcoholics Anonymous, be set up.

H();~O
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BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS
Notices and reviews of books. ar-
ticles. plays and poetry dealing with
homosexuality and the sex variant.
Readers are invited to send in reo
views or printed maUer for review.

The writer of the following review has just learned that Robert Lindner has died. He
was only forty-one. He had more genuine respect for homosexuals than anyone I've ever
known. But he was rough on phoneys of every sort. His capacity for work was formidable.
yet his thinking was always fresh and daring. His ideal was Promethean. He lived up to
it. His capacity for friendship was heroic.

L. A.

MUST YOU CONFORM?
Rinehart & Co., New York

One of the most original essays on homosexuality to have appeared in a
long time is included in this volume by the highly unorthodox psychoanalyst.
Robert Lindner. This essay, called "Homosexuality and the Contemporary Scene,"
is tolerant but pessimistic.

Dr. Lindner does not believe that we are in the midst of a sexual revolution
as many people seem to think. "The same fears persist and the same fictions
prevail. ... The popularization of sex and the appearance of liberalism in attitude
and behavior represent little more than flourishing defenses. . . . When the
veneer of our contemporary system of defenses against the age-old conflict over
sex is stripped away, there is to be discovered the same hostility for the invert
and his way of life and the same abhorrence of him as a person that have been
traditional in Western society. That we now employ such terms as 'sick' or 'mal-
adjusted' to the homosexual appears to me to make but little difference so far
as the basic attitudes and feelings are concerned. As a matter of fact, I syggest
that precisely these designations reveal the ugly truth of our actual aminus toward
homosexuals and the sham of modern social sexual pretensions; for in the cur-
rent lexicon such words reflect the non-conformism of their referents-and non-
conformism is the major, perhaps the only, sin of our time."

Robert Lindner

"Why ... after all ... should homosexuality or any other kind of sex
behavior be legislated against? So long as minors are not involved, and so long
as harm is not done to the parties involved, where is the crime? The confusion,
naturally, lies in the word 'harm,' which has finally to be interpreted in a physi-
cal sense. To give the term moral implications, as we do now, is to substantiate
the charge that our society is actually sex-confused and sex-hating."
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As to the genesis of homosexuality, Dr. Lindner tells us: "Given this picture
of a sex-rejective and sex-repressive society, inversion must be ... a pattern of
sex orientation adopted by certain individuals as their solution to the conflict
between the urgency of the sexual instincts and the repressive efforts brought to
bear upon sexual expression by the reigning sex morality. The condition is, then,
in essence a reaction of non-conformity, a rebellion of the personality that seeks
to find-and discovers-a Way in which to obtain expression for the confined
erotic drives." The anti-sexualism and conformism of our society, then, is the
very cause of- homosexuality in the first place.

But at this point, Dr. Lindner displays a characteristic of his work which is
evident in many places: underneath his advocacy of "creative rebellion,"
obscured by his hard-hitting criticisms of all aspects of conformism, there lies a
view of the good life and the good society which is scarcely distinguishable from
the ideals of many of those he so severely criticizes. Still speaking of homo-
sexuality he writes: "While the condition is doubtless a reaction-pattern of
rebellion, it is ... a negative one. In this respect it takes its place with the
neuroses, crimi noses and psychoses, all of which, as I have declared repeatedly,
are destructive rather than constructive expressions of that protestant, life-
affirming instinct which has set humanity at the crown of creation."

"Presently, homosexuality is the source of immense quantities of unhappi-
ness and frustration to large numbers of individuals and a chronically irritating
generator of intrahuman hostility." This, to me, is like advocating that all Jews
should be brainwashed into becoming gentiles because being members of a
disliked minority in a gentile world causes much unhappiness, and besides, the
presence of Jews in our society is a "chronically irritating generator of intra-
human hostility."

Dr. Lindner views the homosexual as a rebel, which is, in his opinion, good-
but a negative, destructive, unprogressive rebel, not one of the creative kind.
He does qualify his judgment to this extent: "This is not to say that the individual
homosexual may not, in and of himself, be a valuable, contributing person whose
life and work give impetus to evolution: it is merely to face the fact that as a
'way' it fails to satisfy the requirements."

In the second section of his essay Dr. Lindner seeks for the reasons why so
numerically strong an element in the population has for so long failed to join
forces to give· expression to its grievances and aspirations and to work for
change. "One obvious reason is that the inverts do not comprise a well-defined
minority. The homosexual is found on all levels of society ... "

Dr. Lindner admits that in recent times the status of the homosexual seems
to have changed for the better, attributing this seeming change to a specific
defensive device adopted by homosexuals for their own protection and to
similar defensive devices permitting society to mask its anti-sexualism as "pro-
gressive rationality." .

As for the seeming improvement in social attitude, Lindner says: "A young
man (or woman) ... although apparently deluged with sex-information and sur-
rounded by all kinds of agencies presumably dedicated to his enlightenment
and the hygiene of his mind, may live almost indefinitely in a vacuum of igno-
rance and solitude, fearful of exposure, condemned to tormenting and rejecting
himself. This is because, on the whole, the really influential institutions of our
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society, the agencies that transmit its fundamental moral attitudes, have not by
one iota been influenced towards sexual liberalism. These social structures,
agencies, institutions and establishments that do seek either the propagandiie-
ment of 'enlightened' sex information or attempt to prevent the horrors Ralph
experienced, are all secondary and relatively unimportant arms of society. They
bear minimal psychic weight with the individual since most of them are intro-
duced to him after his psychosomatic organization has become established, after
the damage has been done ... "

He lias much of importance to say on the wide-spread concept of homo-
sexuality as a sickness. "Within the last few decades the idea that homosexuality
is an illness, a mental disease, an abnormality of behavior falling within the
province of psychopathology, has gained broad acceptance ... Today, although
many of my colleagues in these fields have abandoned that naive view, modified
it, or tend towards the conceptions I have outlined . . . it is still clung to
throughout all levels of society as an article of faith. In' humanitarian terms, al-
though mistaken, it is a 'good' idea. It has benefited the invert to no small
degree. He is no longer regarded by the public as a wilful criminal but as a
sick criminal ... Psychiatry too has been taken in by this myth, has, indeed,
adopted it wholesale. Hence, the rebellious, the protestant-in short, the non-
conformist-is considered sick and subject to all the arts science can muster
or fashion to cure him of his sickness .... Declaring the homosexual mentally ill,
therefore, brings him within the compass of this regressive view and the range
of all the 'therapies' devised to insure his conformity."

The remainder of this essay contains a sketchy account of the emergence
of a homosexual movement, with organizations and publications all over the world.
He summarizes: "It is all there: a history of hostility, contempt and oppression,
the appearance of an idealistic leadership, the formation of secret societies and
an underground movement, the recruilment of allies and, at last, solidification
and the atjempt at expression. It means, in short, that another minority is dis-
covering itself and beginning to struggle for what it regards as its rights ... "
Dr. Lindner's discussion of this aspect of the homosexual question ends on a
pessimistic and sobering note. "The world-wide movement to organize homo-
sexuals into a clearly defined minority for the articulation of its aspirations is
the most ambitious as well as the most idealistic of defenses. I am personally
convinced that it is doomed to failure, although I cannot help but admire the
courage of those involved .... I believe this bold maneuver cannot succeed
because it is based on the false assumption that the world is ready to listen 'and
acknowledge the special plea of the invert bloc; that society is, indeed, in the
midst of a sexual revolution. To me, this is wishful thinking. It makes the serious
error of mistaking social defenses against homosexuality for evidence of sym-
pathy towards homosexuality."

His final word of warning to the world and his wife: " ... culture, the maker
of man, can also unmake him. It can, as it now threatens to do, unman him. This
occurs when it is permitted to .petrify, when its institutions and agencies lose
their flexibility and harden into forms that no longer accommodate to the rest-
less, rebellious nature of the human animal. .. ' . It is the literal nightmare of
most thoughtful persons today that we are rapidly approaching-or have arrived
at-the point where our society ceases to humanize man, but, instead, dehuman-
izes him .... ;j is this fear which has raisedthe hue and cry over conformity, since
in conformity lies the germ of social petrification."

Luther Allen
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tangents
news & views

LA TopCop Parker sez Cal. Supreme
Court ruling that police must operate
within Constitutional limits is unfair,
hampers police action. Viva la hamp-
er! Dist. Atty. Roll sez new laws on
arrest and search needed, BUT police
should be able to do job within law.
News editorials say illegal-entry and
illegal-evidence ban hampers prose-
cution of dope offenders et al. This
may be true. Constitutional guaran-
tees specifically limit police power,
in favor of citizens' rights, guarding
security of person and property. Mr.
Parker in effect demands police right
to break down any door any night,
on suspicion something illegal might
be occurring. We judge a modern
state by whether citizens' or police-
man's rights are primary. Admitting
the police have rough job, and citi-
zens' rights do hamper job, we insist
police exist for citizen, not vice-versa.
Do we want society where police must
work harder to get some types of law-
breakers, or society where no man,
guilty or no, is safe from tapped
phone and midnight invasion? . . .
Recent midnite Calif. spectacle, where
TV followed cops into several San
Bernardino homes in dope hunt, rous-
ing men and families from bed un-
der eyes of TV audience, should give
pause. Is there a right to privacy?
National security a parallel question
... U. S., up against Russ, requires
some security measures - but how
much and at what cost? Habitual in-
fringements of basic rights can't add
much to national security. Value of
American experiment lies in showing
world freedom and power are com-
patible ... Civil Service Chmn. Young

•

by dal mcintire

sez his agency maintains file of over
2,000,000 Americans allegedly sub-
versive-s-small compared to FBI ·file.
Wonder if list lumps homos in same
category?
LA. Councilman Harold Harby and FBI
boss Hoover each recently said cops
oughtn't be called cops. Not nice.
Harby proposed city ordinance to ban
press and public use of term. Not
adopted. Same day, an "officer of
the law" gave Harby a ticket. Chil-
dren to be encouraged to play "of-
ficers of the law and robbers" or
maybe we should also be polite to
crooks?
Toronto man, charged in Pittsburgh
with molesting boys, was charged at
trial with making trips to several US
cities from Canada "for no apparent
reason." One is needed? ... Young
Frisco prosties talked to cops, got
indicted for effort, learned about 5th
Amendment from Perry Mason novel,
clammed up. No other witnesses. Case
dropped . . . Private-ear "Steve"
Broady wiretap trial in NYC showed
astonishing extent of private wire-
tapping for jealous wives, business
rivals, etc. Seems this pro "listenin
Tom" even cut in on Mrs. Luce's
line ...

Utah fuss over polygamy practiced
by "Fundamentalists" long excom-
municated by Mormons. Estimate 20,-
000 involved in multiple-wife cult-
taken seriously as basic tenet of true
Mormonism. Say govt. persecution in-
consistent with "separation of Church
and State," are appealing arrests to
higher courts. Especially questionable
was recent case of children seized
when mother refused to sign oath she
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wouldn't teach practice. However re-
pugnant polygamy may seem, it hard-
ly constitutes such a danger to public
morality as to justify wholesale ar-
rests and family wrecking for the
ostensible purpose of "protecting"
the family. Can authorities have right
to seize properly cared-for children
when objecting to views of parents?

Chicago Police Commissioner Timothy
O'Connor banned film GAME OF
LOVE because "it aroused sexual feel-
ings in me." Hear tell only sexy scene
showed adolescent boy running nude
... Cop cites motorist for speeding.
Cop discards carbon from ticket. Mo-
torist cites cop for littering street.
Charge sticks ...

ODD BITS •.•
Newsman Ed Lahey, on Richard Loeb's
murder in prison by fellow inmate
objecting to sex advance, said, "Thrill-
killer Loeb, for all his fine education,
today ended his sentence with a
proposition." ... Reviews of And rew
Rosenthal's play, THIRD PERSON, at
NYC's PRESIDENT sound very good
. . . Dr. Masters of Wash. U. Med.
School sez new 3rd sex growing rap-
idly: older persons, formerly male or
female, whose hormone secretions
fail as they age ... AP sez Prince
Ranier (long disinclined to wed even
to insure principality's independence
-before Kelly romance) was shy, for-
mal with Bronx Vet-Hospital nurses,
"more communicative with male pa-
tients." ... Men experimentally (at
risk to masculinity) getting female
hormones to halt artery-hardening ...
Selective Service boss Gen. Hershey
attacks softness of youth, inner-spring
mattresses, easy college courses, en-
tertainment and other pampering ...
Unemployment Ins. Referee in NY
ruled man fired for not shaving beard
entitled to compensation. "Unwar-
ranted infringement upon his privilege
as an individual in a free community
to present such an appearance as he
wished."

GETTING THE TREATMENT • • •
New Iowa law, H.F. 185, stemmed
from sex murders of boy and girl, de-
fines all "persons charged with a
public offense, who are suffering from
a mental disorder and are not a prop-
er subject for the schools for the
feeble-minded or for committment as
an insane person, having criminal
propensities toward the commission
of sex offenses, and who may be
considered dangerous to others,"
as "criminal sexual psychopaths."
Law describes procedures whereby
"any reputable person" may charge
such an individual has such "pro-
pensities," and the court appoints
psychiatrist for exam, then may
commit victim indefinitely to asylum,
until cured, or until proven to court
release not "incompatible with wel-
fare of society." . . . Serious conse-
quences from such slovenly undefin-
able terminology ...
11-25-55: DES MOINES REGISTER's
Nick Lamberto sez 29 persons com-
mitted, 20 in Sioux City, without trial,
for morals offenses or "conspiracy to
commit morals offenses" ... Dr. W .
B. Brown, state hospital supt., criti-
cized law, complained lack of facili-
ties, added, "There is no specific cure
or treatment for that condition . . .
Law requires me to report to the court
once a year ... What can I say? I
can't say they are cured." County
Atty. Don O'Brien said at least "word
is out that they're not welcome in
Sioux City any more." Figured $1500
a month well-spent to keep 20 in Mt.
Pleasant . . . Will homosexual acts
now cease to occur among Iowa's
2,700,000? Hardly. Nor do officials
like O'Brien, or the ex-mayor of Mi-
ami, or anyone else, have right to say
homosexuals are "not welcome" in
a community. 29 scapegoats placed,
till cured, with doctor who can't cure
them. Is this due process? Can every
Iowan who has committed any "un-
usual" sex act, or who might, or who
might be accused of having a "men-
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tal disorder," now be held indefinitely
without specific charges or trial?

CLEVELAND, OHIO: 34-yr.-old man
whose mentality, psychiatrists said, like
9-yr.-old, facing life-committment, tho
he'd committed no offense to justify
this under Ohio law (which can com-

. mit proven sex offenders for life.)
Psychiatrist wouldn't say man dan-
gerous, only that, since he "identifies"
with children, offense might be pos-
sible ... Letter in PITTSBURGH SUN-
TELEGRAM: " ... Criminal convictions
are never based solely on statements
of prosecuting attorneys. Nor must
individuals necessarily (be) commit-
ted to mental institutions when gov-
ernment physicians pronounce them
mentally ill . . ." Adds individual
rights can only be safeguarded by
limiting such psycho-tests to adducing
proof of specific past acts ... This
columnist feels forced psycho-tests in-
fringe 5th Amendment, forcing tes-
timony against self ... Pegler attacks
"Lunatic Law" whereby Federal Judge
or US Atty. can, suspecting untried
prisoner of "mental incompetence"
submit him to exam by one psychia-
trist, after which he may be commit-
ted by judge (Pegler cites case where
judge had cause for enmity) for" rea-
sonable" period for "observation."
Poet Ezra Pound so committed for
ten years, pending treason trial he'll
never likely get ... Judge Biggs in
THE GUILTY MIND, Psychiatry and the
Law of Medicine, Harcourt, $4.50,
criticizes application of M'Naghten
rule (judging guilt on basis of "ability
to determine right and wrong"), rec-
ommends confining psychotics at first
offense till cured ... Univ. of Utah
psychiatrist, indicating neurosis not so
bad, says any successful person neu-
rotic; "perfectly well-balanced indi-
vidual wouldn't have any 'ambition but
would be content just to sit around do-
ing nothing." Neurosis, he says, fires
ambition, makes person creative, pro-
ductive ... New Orleans police Supt.
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Provosty Dayries, complaining homo-
sexuality "had not been sufficiently
controlled," promised more arrests
but didn't think jailing deviates a
"panacea of the evil. We fully realize
that homosexuality is not primarily a
police problem ... It is our intention
to seek the assistance of medical and
other authorities in an effort to rem-
edy conditions from the source."
Mentioned 3046 vice arrests (all kinds)
in 1955 ... LSD-25, another wonder
drug inducing artificial psychoses, re-
ported effective relieving some latent
homosexual frustrations ... Three re-
searchers in separate studies jabbing
sliver-like electrodes into brains of
men and monkeys to test electric
tickling on brain waves, reactions,
emotions. Soon maybe, they'll be able
to jab right spot to cure homos and
other deviates, later insuring political
and religious conformity as well. 1984
coming up ...

SURVEY .••
In what Juvenile Division called 4th
"homosexual ring" broken up in 3
years, Portland cops arrested 6 men in
charges involving 8 boys (who'd testi-
fied beforehand.) Narcotics charges
also being investigated. Hearings set
for February. Police's new "Buster"
squad shaking down anyone on streets
at night under Portland's "after hours"
law. One night: 13 arrested, mostly
for curfew violations or vagrancy, 77
"field reports" filed by police, twice
that number questioned on streets ...
Earlier Portland fuss over raw Bur-
lesque, where police overlooked
rough stage show, but got rough
themselves when a customer snapped
photo ...
Miami warrants issued for Ed Wall,
pastor Miami Science of Mind Church,
on morals counts with two boys, Wall,
onetime MIAMI HERALD copyboy, was
building $3 million church when
charges of financial irregularities rift-
ed congregation. An associate, Andre
Perez, also arrested on boy-charge.
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Boys detained in juvenile hall. Awhile
back, Perez once charged Wall paid
him to fire home (insured for $19,000)
of film-wild-boy Sabu. Wall then was
Sabu's pal and press agent. Wall and
Perez formerly involved on bad-check
charges, had been arrested in De-
troit living together as brothers named
Courtland, As editor of an Albany
union paper, Wall in 1949 attacked
union for "bigotry" when it called
FREEDOMS FOUNDATION a "front
for American reactionaries." Same
year he dangled rumors of his sup-
posed romance with Margaret Truman,
who said she'd never heard of him.
His style of ministry in Religious Sci-
ence Church described as showy,
pompous. Perez, once involved in
Hollywood boy-charge, told police he
was "bisexual," ordered to leave
state ... Quite a history ... Miami
sheriff again harrassing gay bars ...
Indianapolis papers report Miami man,
posing as detective, with two con-
federates, attempt to extort $1000
from truck driver on bogus morals
charge ... Columnist Irving Leibowitz
in INDIANAPOLIS TIMES: "Memo to
Police Chief Frank Mueller: Tell one
of your gendarmes (Pt!. J.M.) he'll
get in trouble messing around with
the gay boys in University Park, es-
pecially if he insists on shaking them
down and having them send money
to an apartment in the 200 block of E.
North St." ... An Indianapolis judge
recently, rejecting defendent's re-
quest jurymen be examined by psy-
chiatrist, said, "There's no statutory
requirement that a juror be sane" ...
Two Texas men and woman tried for
sex extortion of Negro rancher al-
legedly kidnapped, forced into bed
with white woman, photographed and
threatened with rape charges unless
he paid off ... Complete code re-
vision under way in Arizona ... NYC
vice detective cleared of "shake-
down" charges in arrest of prominent
Calif. educator and lay churchman who
had been acquitted (but lost job) ...

New Providence, R. I., vice squad
playing rough, with little respect for
rights of victims ... British Council
of Magistrates Assn. suggested press
omit names of persons under 30 men-
tioned in homo court cases, to pre-
vent them being later approached by
older homosexuals; British Press Coun-
cil sez thumbs down ... Melbourne
and Sydney papers down under re-
port police and judges alarmed by
rise of homosexual offenses. Sydney
police official denounces hotel oper-
ators letting homosexuals congregate
"because they are such good spend-
ers." Supreme Court Justice Sholl
spoke of homo offender as "a person
of grossly perverted instincts" and
Judge Hudson said, "It would be a
very wrong thing for the community
to get the idea that this sort of of-
fense can go without punishment."
. .. Mr. Gunther, it seems, found a
few pages worthy of homosexuality
INSIDE AFRICA ...

RECOMMENDED READING .••
THE RIGHT TO READ, Paul Blanchard,
Beacon, 339 pp. $3.50, critical sur-
vey of censorship in America.
NIKKI, Kevin Macrea, Pageant Press,
$2.75, 1955, brief lesbian novel.
FABRIZIO WPO, Carlo Coccioli, ex-
cellent philosophical novel on homo-
sexuality, available only in French or
Spanish. Compania General de Edi-
ciones,Mexico, $3.25, 417 pp.
CARDS OF IDENTITY, Nigel Dennis,
Vanguard, $3.75, 370 pp, hilarious
fantasy by TIME editor, of time when
difference between sexes becomes
hazy.
MUST YOU CONFORM, Robert Lind-
ner's excellent 1954 Hacker lectures,
revised, Rinehart, 1956, 210 pp, $3,
including a long chapter on homo-
sexuality that should stir debate.
Thinks the "new attitude" toward
homosexuality as a disease is same
old prejudice in disguise.
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Geoffrey Wright
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A quiet spring breeze caressed the shoulders of the pair, as they stood there in the
May sunshine. In the distance, clumps of willows painted the blue of the horizon with
their grey·green mist of early foliage, and the eager bleats of sheep, out for their
first pasture, drifted into their hearing from some far.away meadow. But the' two were
indifferent to these pleasing sounds and sights, so engrossed were they in a scene

which lay directly before them. John, his tall, lean figure covered by a light tep-ceat, stood tight.
lipped and erect, while Gloria leaned against him, clutching his arm-a slender, bareheaded girl,
with tear-stalned face, and long dark curls which moved restlessly in the wind: Both were looking
downward at a rectangular patch of earth, beneath which lay the remains of Greg-Gloria's
brother and John's dearest friend. Within their vision stretched the confines of the small cou'ntry
cemetery with its silent tombstones-some small and others towering, some new and shiny, others
blotched by lichens and eaten by the snows, winds and rains of many seasons.

The burial had been the day before, and the two had left before the diggers began filling the
grave. Then, John's mind had been stupefied, his emotions numbed; but now his thoughts churned
with the tormenting recollections of their bereavement. The hit-run driver ... Greg's lithe, young
body lying broken and twisted on the highway ... the ambulance ... the hospital ... the hours
of anguished suspense ... the heartbreaking climax for those who had waited and prayed. Now
the two stood here again, before a grave filled with moist, loose soil, beside which a few squares
of sod were stacked, to be replaced after the earth had settled.

Gloria's mind was dwelling on the same fresh sorrows. Unlike John, she had not been with
Greg at that tragic moment. She, was altending one of her high school classes, and had not been
able to reach the hospital for more than an hour. She had found Greg lying there in the emer-
gency ward, conscious but dulled by opiates. Splintered ribs had mangled his lungs, and as she
had sat on the cot beside him, he was convulsed again and again by strangling coughs, which
showered the bed and her clothing with spatters of blood. John was alternately in and out of the
ward-now standing at the bedside in grim anxiety, now out in the hallway twisting his hands
and pacing to and fro. Gloria's mother and father were sitting on a bench in one corner of the
room, leaning against one another, and watching in helpless sorrow. More than four hours had
thus passed. Greg's breathing had grown weaker, the coughing had subsided, and the doctor was
shaking his head. At a moment when John was out, and while Gloria was wiping the blood from
Greg's paling lips, Greg opened his eyes and looked at her with an expression of intense calm.

"Where's John ... ?", he whisperecj, with a glance about him.
"He's in the hallway, dear. Let me call him ... "
"N? .•. ;:oait ••• wait." He moistened his lips. "Gloria -I ·-1 want you to promise

someth,ng •••
"Yes, Greg, anything .•. "
"John ... "-a sudden, dark tenderness shone in Greg's eyes-"Gloria, I want ... you.

to .. be •. to .. John .. " He stopped. His mind seemed to be drifting far away.
"Yes, Greg, tell me ... " Breathlessly, she gripped his shoulder, prompting him to finish. At

last Greg's eyes focussed on her's again, while he marshalled his remaining energies. He opened
his mouth to speak, and Gloria bent her face close to his, to catch the words. Finally they came,
halting, breathed more than spoken.

" ... as .. I .. have .. been." He lay back, exhausted. Gloria held her breath, thinking
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he might continue. But instead the end came, quickly. His body trembled for an instant, he took
one long, quiet breath, and then ... the shadow fell upon his face.

"Johnl Johnl" Gloria had screamed, too late. Running into the room, he had found the four
watchers standing, bowed and shaken, beside the bed. He had stared long and unbelieving at
his friend's lifeless face. Then as the shocking truth penetrated his mind, he had moved, with a
face looking almost as lifeless, to stand by Gloria's side.

Now, there with John, under the blue arch of sky, Gloria found herself brooding upon Greg's
final words. As if sensing her thought, John glanced down towards her.

"Gloria, did Greg say anything before he ... I mean, while he ... while I was not there
with him ... ?"

"Yes, John."
"What was it?" John's voice was hoarse with eagerness. "What did he say?"
Gloria looked up at his face wonderingly, but remained silent. Those last words of Greg's

kept streaming through her mind. They might not have seemed at all remarkable under other
circumstances, and with another cast of characters. But this .. .I Gloria remembered the deep,
passionate light that had flashed into Greg's eyes as he spoke John's name, the tremor that had
crept into his voice. She thought of the five years during which John and her brother, both older
than she, had been inseparable companions. She thought of her own love for John, scarcely more
than adolescent, which she had been unable to impress upon him to even the slightest extent.
She sighed with doubt and indecision, while John continued to stare at her with fierce expectancy.

"Greg said ... " she began, "Greg asked me to promise that I would be to you .•. as •••
he had been. Those were just his words." John looked away, his throat drawn, his face a mask
of grief. Both stood silent for a minute, before Gloria resumed.

"I want to keep the promise that Greg asked of me, John, but before I can do that, you
will have to tell me ... just ... what he was to you. He seemed to mean something that ••.
well, that I don't understand." There was another long silence while John clasped her slim, young
shoulders with both hands. As the seconds passed, he hunted for words, looking from side to side
in uncertainty and distress.

"Gloria .•. some day you will have the answer to what you want to know, but not now. I
can't ... now." He gazed long into her face ... those wlde-apart brown eyes, so like Greg's,
the rounded forehead and tilted nose, like Greg's, the crisp, dark curls, the firm, soft lips-all
like Greg's, too A hot flame of resentment burned through him, that she should look se much
like Greg, and this at last melted into a dull, desperate ache for Greg, and then into tenderness
for Gloria, who was sorrowing too. For a while, he felt tossed and almost torn apart by this een-
flict of emotions. Meanwhile, Glori •.••• s se.rching his face, his eyes, trying to find a solution to
the enigma.

The wind blew ch ill for a moment, and Gloria wrapped her coat more tightly around her. From
the edge of town, a factory whistle .Iasted the hour of noon. Startled, they both glanced at their
watches, and then John put on • ",alter·of.f.ct air.

"Let's go, Gloria," he whispered, and with a last look at the patch of earth and the. fading
flowers, they started for their ho ••es.

For five years, John and Greg had kept their secret well. John, living by himself, had
spent hours a day with Greg, many of these at Greg's home; yet not even Greg's parents,
or sister" had guessed the ties that knit these two together. But where one went, the
other followed, separated only during working hours, and on occasional nights. "What
fine young men; what devoted friends," the townspeople had said, again and again.

Now, with Greg no more, and John going about with a face ghostlike and unsmiling, they whls-
pered, "How sad I But Joh n is young ... he will forget."

For weeks afterward, John was d.ily with Gloria and her mother and father, while each tried
to comfort the others for their loss. Yet inwardly, he felt dried, empty, sexless-the spaces of
his heart, which had contained his love for Greg, slowly closing. On week-ends, he would take
long walks into the country, alone, following the paths which he and Greg had once explored.
Then he would sit down quietly under a tree, and search in his heart, and in the skies, for Greg.
Then, for a moment, he would regain the old tide of love, and peace, and contentment, and the
old radiance would come back into his face, and he would look up, thinking that Greg was by
his side. Then reality would point its unrelenting finger-reminding him that his arms were empty,
and that he was quite alone. For. while, it seemed to him that he lived only for these occasional
dreams, when he could briefly recapture and relive the treasured past. Yet as the weeks went by,l'
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the doorway to these secret c-hambers of memory became more and more difficult to open. The
life in his young body, and the realism of his young mind began to assert themselve-s again, and,
one Sunday, after he had barely begun his customary ramble, he stopped on the roadside, and
turned, and with a pause, a sigh, and a silent invocation of Greg's name, he had retraced his
steps towards town. It was the last of these excursions, and the beginning of a new road.

The previous summer, John and Greg had spent a month ni the nearby metropolis of N---.
They had made a number of acquaintances, and after returning home, were filled with ambitious
plans.-John would leave his job with the local insurance company, and Greg his job at the dairy,
and both would try to find work together at one of N---'s busy factories. They would share
an apartment, and together find a freer life, and a circle of friends who would be congenial and
understanding. Now John, with a lump of sadness in his throat, drove his mind to a recollection of
these plans. Certainly, his own town was becoming too much for him to bear. Every street, every
corner held an image of Greg. Gloria's face had become a constant, stabbing reminder. He came
to dread the hour of five, when Greg had always phoned, because now there was no call. The
very kindness of his neighbors, who tried in every way to console and divert him, had become
intolerable. Yes, he finally decided, he would go to N--- and find forgetfulness and a new
outlook upon the future. One week in late summer, after a series of hasty letters and telephone
calls to N---, he packed his things. He had been offered employment at the office of a steel
factory, and was to start the following Monday.

He knew that his move would be a thunderbolt to Gloria and her family. So far, he had not
mentioned his plans to them, and now he wondered how best to announce the news. He decided to
wait until Sunday noon, after they all had come from church and were at lunch together, as was
their habit. When the time came, he was sitting across the dining-table from Gloria, her parents
on either side. She looked more herself today than she had in months. John groaned inwardly to
see how much of Greg was in her smile.

"Folks," he said suddenly, clearing his throat, and interrupting Gloria's mother almost in the
middle of a sentence, "there's something I've got to tell you and I might as well get it out now."
He paused while they all looked at him, startled at his manner. "I'm leaving town this afternoon.
I'm going to live in N---. I've been offered a job at the Perris works." He looked down and
toyed with his food, in a silence that almost exploded around him. When he looked up again,
the light had fled from Gloria's face, and her young eyes were fixed on his in hurt astonishment.
The older two were looking out the window, too shocked to make an immediate reply. John felt
stricken. All at once, the three seemed very dear, very necessary to him.

"Well, John ... " Gloria's father found his voice. "We know that you aren't very happy here
... now ... " He wiped his mouth nervously. and got up from the table. Gloria's mother reached
over and took John's hand, and began to cry.

"John, John ... " she whispered, tremulously. "You're the only son we have since Greg .
since Greg ... " But she could not finish. It was Gloria who finally rescued the situation from an
abyss of gloom.

"What fun!" she exclaimed, forcing a smile. "I've always wanted a good excuse to visit N---,
and here it is!" Walking around the table, she laid an arm around John's shoulders; still smiling,
her eyes bright with tears. "Mother and Dad and I will all come to visit you this Christmas, won't
we?" She looked around at them, silently commanding them to join her mood. At last they re-
sponded, and the tension broke into warm and honest conversation-.

Shortly before John was to leave, Gloria pulled him into the kitchen.
"John," she began in a low, tense voice, "you've never said anything more to me abcvt ...

about what we talked of the day after Greg's funeral, but ... you don't have to now, because now
I think I know." She fell quiet, and began to fumble with John's necktie, hesistant about how
to proceed. It was obvious that she wanted to embrace John, and was restrained only by the
reserve which he customarily displayed toward her. But moments were precious, and her parents
were already preparing to go with John to the station.

"You loved each other, didn't you," she continued, haste compelling her into bluntness, "I
mean, in the same way ... that I feel about you. Oh, John, I think I understand ... there could
have been nothing bad. Greg was so good, and so are you, and that must have made every-
thing ... well ... right. love does make everything right, I think " With the simplicity and
innocence of her youth, she cut asunder a thousand moral knots. "John, do you think you will
ever let me keep my promise to Greg ... ?"

John felt his composure melt under Gloria's outspoken way, under the keenness of her per-
ception. He looked down towards the eyes and face that held so much of Greg in them, while he
sought for an answer to her commanding question. How could he answer, he thought, what could
he answer that would be an honest answer for himself, yet would not wound her?

"Be patient, Gloria, be patient ... " were almost all the words he could find. "Time will change
both of us, perhaps in the way Greg wanted. But now I don't know, ... I [us! don't know."
He stooped quickly and kissed Gloria on the forehead. "Now we have to get along."
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He hestitated for a last look at the cozy living-room which had been his real home for five
care-free years. He looked long at the doorway of the small front bedroom which had been Greg's,
and often his own. The door was closed now, as it had been since Greg was killed, and the room
was empty and unused. He squared his shoulders and took a long breath, and with a resolute
effort ~ut these memories behind him.

"Come on, folks," he said, "we'll be late!"
An hour later, alone in the speeding bus, he sat silent and unseeing, as if suspended, for a

brief interval, between two worlds.

~
).

Ice clinked in the highball glasses, and the atmosphere of Hal's apartment was opaque
with smoke. John sat in a darkened corner of the sofa, by himself, sipping a drink
moodily, and trying to ignore the insistent clamour of the party. However, this was
almost impossible. In the far corner of the room, a cherub-faced youth was singing
the words of some current love-ballad in a thin, fruity tenor, while a lean, hollow-

chested fellow strummed out a piano accompaniment. Oblivious to this, clusters of guests, some
fifteen altogether, alternately murmured and shouted in feverish talk.

"Where's Josephine??" one suddenly screeched. "She promised she would be here tonightl"
"Why girl, didn't you know . . .?" another retorted. "Her boy friend left her for some

woman . .I I saw her last week, and she was completely broken up, talking about the bitter end,
and everything .. .I"

"Yes, but yesterday she told me she'd be here tonight. She wants to forget it all ... but all.
Ted was brutal to her, really ... said he could love her but not her goldfish I You know how she
pampered them!" There were peals of shrill merriment at this, followed by a knock at the door-
an odd, intermittent rap like a Morse code.

"Speak of the devil ... !" one of them quipped. "It's Joe. I'd know her knock if I heard it
in China." Hal opened the door, and Josephine posed dramatically in the opening-a thick-set
man, swarthy and hirsute, whose weak, moon-shaped face and lisping speech belied his other
characteristics. He wore an enormous onyx ring on one forefinger, and on his face the air of one
who was accustomed to lionizing every party.

iohn retreated further into the corner of the sofa, trying intently to think how he got here in
the first place. There were the long, tense weeks after he had first come to N---, weeks occupied
chiefly with breaking himself in to a new and intricate job. Then had come the gradual relaxation,
the growing awareness of the unfamiliar surroundings. Then he had begun to notice men's eyes
upon him as he passed along the streets. Then he had found himself, almost unconsciously, meeting
their eyes, and making swift, silent calculations. He had deliberately avoided seeing the few whom
he and Greg had previously met. Yet he had found himself making desultory visits to a few
gathering-places he had heard of, reluctantly choking down a few drinks, while he searched the
eyes and faces of his companions. He was still looking for Greg ... this much he realized. But
he had dimly sensed to begin with that such a search would end in nothing but disappointment,
and he finally gave it up. Then at last, in desperation, he had remembered Hal, an elderly man
who, one evening in the summer of the previous year, had taken him and Greg in tow, and given

1
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them a tour of the city. That Saturday, with several misgivings, he had dialed Hal's number.
"Y-e-es ... ?"
"Oh, hello Hal, this is John ... "
"John ... John ... ?" the unctuous voice at the other end of the line had asked, as if

knowing a thousand of that name.
"John, John Stewart, from R---."
"Well, hel-Io-o John, doll. Of course, now I remember youl How utterly wonderful to hear

from you again. Where are you? How's Greg ... ?" John winced, and almost hung up.
"I'm in town Hal. Greg's not ... well, he's not with me. I'll explain later."
"Tut, tut ... these things happen, boy." Hal's voice was caressing and world-weary. John

cursed the impulse that had taken him to the phone. "I'm giving a party tonight, Johnny boy:'
Hal was saying. "Come over. There'll be some others here that I think you will know. About ten
o'clock. Love to see youl"

"All right," John had said, listlessly. "Thanks, I'll be over. Yes •.. yes, I still have your
address."

He had known, before ever reaching Hal's, what the party would be like. But it would be
better than a bar, he thought, or the desolation of home. After a couple of drinks, it would become
tolerable. Yet, tonight, by some strange reaction, the more he drank the more remote he felt. Tact-
fully, Hal had refrained from further mention of Greg, and now, in the crowd and the burlesque
hilarity, John did not want to speak of him. Moreover, he knew that if he did not leave soon, or
go to sleep, he might become openly and rudely contemptuous of the entire proceeding. But he
was jarred in the middle of these speculations by one called The Dutchess, a muscular, sprawling,
thick-lipped youth, who flung himself on the sofa by John's side, an arm around John's neck, and
a hand resting casually on his knee.

"You know, I just love the silent type," The Dutchess whispered moistly in John's ear, "they're
so mysterious. What are you thinking about, honey?"

"I'm afraid I'm rather bad company tonight, even for myself:' John replied a little sfiffly,
prevented by the arm of the sofa from edging away from his companion.

"Well, I get in that mood once in a while, myself, dearie:' confided The Dutchess. "How
about another drink, or a dance?"

John eyed the other silently with a look of extreme and unconcealed distaste. Then he settled
himself back still further upon the soft, closing his eyes, and trying to withdraw his mind as far
as possible from his immediate surroundings. An inner impulse kept prompting him to leave,
yet at the same time he remained inert, irresolute. The talk rose and fell. The music blared. Scat-
tered phrases of conversation registered upon his brain.

"Guess what ... " someone was saying, "I saw Terry yesterday, and who do you think he
was with?"

"Jack's ex-boy-friend, I'll bet."
"Nope, guess again."
"Charlie ... Tim ... ?"
"You're still wrong, bubo He was with Greg ... " There was a chorus of astonished whistles,

but John did not hear them. Gregl GREGI Of course, it was no Greg known to John, yet the name
stirred him from his lethargy as if it were magic. Gregl Slowly the memory of Greg-his Greg-
took possession of John's mind. Feature by feature the beloved face emerged before his mind's
eye, dispelling the stupor of loneliness and desolation which for many months had drugged his
thoughts. All at once, as by an eleclric shock, his inertia vanished, and he leaped into action.
Bounding from his seat, he approached his host with strides that shook the floor.

"Excuse me if I seem rude, Hal, but I've got to go. May I get my overcoat, please ... ?"
Hal raised his silver eyebrows in polite surprise, as he turned to his unpredictable guest.
"Why, John, doll, don't you like my party ... ?"
"Of course, but ... well, I forgot about a report I'm to have ready tomorrow morning:' John

lied feverishly. "I really must go. It's midnighi already."
"Sorry, but if you must ... " Hal said, with a tinge of incredulity in his voice. "Wish you could

stay. We've only begun." By now John had his overcoat on, and with only the briefest nod to
the other guests, was striding out the door, The Dutchess gaping peevishly after him.

The next day, John noted, on the Perris Company bulletin board, an announcement that in-
experienced draftsmen were needed for the blueprint department. " was work which held con-
siderable promise of advancement into the lucrative engineering field. John decided at once, and
arranged an appointment with the Personnel Manager. Of course, he was told, they would give
preference to any of their own employees who would undertake their own training. The follow-
ing week-end, he invested half his savings in drafting equipment which he installed in his rooms,
and enrolled in a nightly study course at a metropolitan trade school. He was to have called Hal
that Sunday. Twice he took the phone from its cradle, but an invisible hand restrained him from
going further.
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Bent over his drafting board one cold night in March, John found his mind straying
uncontrollably. He had gotten the new job and a substantial raise, he found his new
work absorbing, yet he had never felt more alone. Gloria and her family had not come
for Christmas. They had pleaded inclement weather as their excuse, but John felt
instinctively that the older folk had not been able to face such a dislocation from the

comforts of their home, and that Gloria had been unable to take the trip without them. Except for
a handsome gift from Gloria, he had not heard from her since before the holidays. For weeks he
had been concentrating almost exclusively upon the skills required for his new occupation. He was
seldom out except for the trips to and from h is work. He had begun to feel worn and frayed under
the grinding routine, still he was fearful of looking outside its confines to the vacancy which
stared at him from the world beyond. For several evenings, only the most dogged efforts kept him
at his study. Tonight his powers of concentration were failing him completely. Distracting images
rambled on and on through his imagination, blotting out his work. It was nine-thirty, and further
effort seemed out of the question. He began putting away his pens and rulers, debating with
himself, meanwhile, what he might do for some diversion. Still uncertain, he was putting on his
coat to go out, when the doorbell rang. Who could that be, he thought his mind running over
the scanty possibilities. He opened the door, prepared with a courteous rebuff. But he did not
recognize the figure which stood there in the dimly-lighted hallway. Wearing a heavy blue
turtle-neck sweater and baggy slacks, with close-cropped hair atop features of indeterminate sex,
it might have been boy or girl, man or woman. The visitor saved him the trouble of making
inquiries by gliding swiftly past him into the room, then turning around to face him under the
brightness of the lamp. A frightening nausea seized John's stomach and his head spun, as he saw
before him the almost living likeness of Greg.

"Hello, John ... " the face smiled and spoke. It was Gloria's voice. John gazed appalled at
this apparition, while his eyes travelled the full length of her figure and back again ... the dark
curls, cut in the style which Greg had worn, the thick, loose sweater (one, in fact, which Greg
had bought for himself the winter before), the trousers, the mocassins. No make-up covered her
fresh complexion, and except for a more diminutive frame, and the lightly-rounded breasts, the
illusion was complete. John stood paralyzed as much by th~ shock of her appearance as by the
surprise of her visit. While he struggled to collect himself, Gloria fished in a pocket of her slacks,
produced a cigarette, and calmly lit it. At this, John rallied to his senses in a fever of indignation,
sputtering and almost shouting at his guest.

"Gloria ... 1 You get back to wherever you came from and change out of that damnable outfit
this instantl Do you hear me? You ... you look like one of those characters down at Leddy's.
Have you gone totally mad ... ?" He stopped, excitement making further speech momentarily
impossible. A few months before, Gloria would have wilted under John's wrath, and run to obey
him like a dutiful younger sister. Bul this Gloria was a new Gloria, in more ways than appearance
only. She stood calmly, arms akimbo, entirely unabashed, her face and eyes shining into John's.

"How deliciously stupid you are, dear," was her first remark. Then, "You know, it's quite a
coincidence, your mentioning Leddy's, because I just came from there." The kindness of her voice
softened the careless frankness of her words. By now, John had closed the door and taken off his
cqat.

-;
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"How long have you been in N---?" he demanded.
"Since the first of the year."
"You certainly haven't lost any time. Isn't one in the family enough?" He was sorry the instant

he said it. It wasn't anything he really meant, but he felt much too upset to think or speak
rationally. Never had Gloria's resemblance to Greg been so close, or so disturbing. Gloria seemed
not to have heard him.

"John ... "-Gloria moved very close to him, and grasped his hands-"please don't be angry
with me. I'm really still the same Gloria, except that I've learned a lot in the last two months."

"Yes, I can see that."
"Maybe I've learned quickly because I was ready to know. Anyway, it seems that the things

I've understood recently have been just underneath the surface for a long, long time, only waiting
for me to see them." She smiled up at John with a sweetness, a poise that he had never rernern-
bered seeing in her before. The girl he knew had suddenly become a woman, and he found his
anger quickly vanishing under her warmth and slf-essurance.

"When Greg was still alive," she went on, "you often remarked how much we looked alike.
And then, when he died, I saw, many times, how this hurt you. Then, after I came to know how
it was with you and Greg, I began to understand why this was so, and how you felt about ...
about the promise Greg asked of me." She gripped his arms tightly. "John, I came to N---,
and I came up here tonight, because I thought ... "-she grew very earnest and serious, while her
lips trembled and her voice roughened under the intensity of her feeling-" ... I thought, that
if ... if I came to look very much like Greg and to act very much like Greg, you might ... be
able to think of me as you did of him ... " Swaying towards him, she lowered her eyes, and
leaned against his body. John felt himself drowning in a sea of conflicts. An army of hates and
loves struck sparks of anguish throughout his whole being, while Gloria stood there humbly,
silently-waiting ... waiting. He knew himself powerless to command the situation ... to direct
its outcome. limp and helpless, he let the buffeting waves of emotion have their way with him.
His face was raised, with eyes closed, lips set, a giant question stamped upon every feature.
Intensely, he thought of Greg, and then he thought of Gloria. And then-just how it happened
he never quite knew-the two images, once so separate and far apart, somehow began to melt
and merge. Is Greg becoming Gloria? ... is Gloria becoming Greg? ... he asked himself
in bewilderment. But an instant later, it did not seem to matter, because with a great surge of
leeling which swallowed up all doubts and questionings, love came back into his soul. He put
his arms around her, and she looked up, then, and saw his lace, and her own lace rellected the
light and love which were written there. With instinctive wisdom, Gloria kept silent. She led him
gently towards his small sette and they sat down together, their arms about each other, and
remained for a long time, wordlessly.

With a quick, deep insight, Gloria sensed how delicately balanced was John's new emotional
direction. She knew that it was for her to break their silence, to help him consolidate their new
relationship. There was so much yet to be said, and she wondered whether she could find the
words to say it rightly. John sighed, and stirred from his position beside her. He was getting
restless, she thought. Whatever was to be said, she must say quickly. She knew he would never
again be so receptive to the thoughts which ached within her for expression.

"There's so much I want to tell you, John. First 01 all, I made Mother and Dad promise not
to let you know I had come to N---. I didn't want to see you until I was sure 01 the things
I needed to know, and when I lirst got here, I wasn't sure. I went to work down at the canning
plant on "l" Street. I still don't know how I managed to persuade Mother and Dad to let me
come. Everyone said it was very wrong of me to be leaving school the semester belore my
graduation ... "

John looked up at her with a wry smile. "You seem to have become very good at persuasion,
G!oria." She sm iled at the jibe.

"Well," she went on, "almost the first evening after I started work, some of the girls on my
line asked me to join them at leddy's. I was alraid they might question my age, but I must have
put up a very good bluff. Anyway, I learned how to sip beer without making a face, and I spent
my time talking, and watching, and learning. I soon found out how it was with the boys and girls
I saw there, and I wanted to know for myself how people lelt who love like you and Greg. I kept
on seeing them night after night, in their loves, their disappointments. Finally it seemed to me
that they were all running after dreams, rainbows-after something really not outside themselves
at all. Then, one night, an older woman started talking to me. She spoke as if she knew much
about love, she spoke about thoughts and feelings 01 love which I had never dreamed. I used
to repeat her words over and over again, so I would not lorget them. Gloria, she said, a person
in love is a person in need, seeking something perfect, something that will make him whole. And
whether you have eyes for a beautiful soul, or only a bautiful body, or both-love is still all the
same. People seem to love differently, only be cavse they are different in what they love.-Are you
listening, John ... ?"
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"Hm ... mmm. Yes, I am. But lm not quite sure I follow."
"Well, neither did I at first, but I came to later on. Many evenings I talked with her, and she

spoke of many other things. The last night I ever saw her, she said, My child, if you think you
will find the real objects of your love outside of your own heart and mind, you will always be
disappointed. Still, others must and will aid you in finding what you love, and you will aid them-
by drawing close to one another's hearts, and sharing with one another the secrets of your
thoughts and visions. In this way people who love give to one another and draw from one
another the knowledge of what love is, and of what love truly seeks."

"But Gloria, what does all this mean to us, to you and me? Where does Greg fit in?"
"I think what it means is this-" Gloria's voice was very low. She felt that by the very effort

of speech, her own understanding deepened. Things that had been mysterious now stood belore
her plainly. "People like you and me love with something more than just what our eyes or bodies
tell us. And when people love as we do, many things can happen, things that others may say (
are strange or even bad. We say we love a person, but what we really love is something we think
we need to make our own lives perlect within ourselves; and when people deeply love each other,
it is because they lind in one another what they admire and need. This lifts people up, and makes
them better. It is only when people love little that they can become bad or do wrongly."

John gruntled impatiently. "This is mostly up in the clouds. I have no case against theories,
merely because they are theories. But you still haven't showed me how what you say applies to our
situation. "

"All right, John, let's get down to cases. I'll admit that what my friend told me was mostly
theory, at least as lar as I was concerned at lirst. But now, about ydu and Greg and I, I have it
figured pretty much this way. It could have happened very differently with us three. It might
have been that you were first in love with me, instead of Greg. It might have been I who was
killed. It might have been I who made Greg give the promise concerning you, and then it would
be Greg, not I, sitting here loving you and comforting you. Then you might have come to love the
Gloria that you saw in Greg, instead of the Greg that you have seen in Gloria. It sounds con-
fusing, but it is really very simple. What you love is something that your mind and heart need
deeply-something that both Greg and I shared. That I am a woman, and he was a man have
very little to do with it, nothing really, since you love in the way thai you do."

"Now you're making some sense," John said slowly, after a long silence, "but I can't think
too clearly about it right now, I'm afraid." He bent towards Gloria and kissed her quickly on the
lips, then once more, slowly, then again and again, on her cheeks, her neck, the hollow of her
shoulder ...

II was another spring. Again the willow-trees tossed their gracelul, golden branches in
the cool air-branches becoming heavy with the seaon's burden 01 bright, tender leaves.
Again John and Gloria stood on the spot which had witnessed their sadness a year ago.
The grave was smooth now. Over its once-naked surlace, new grass glowed green. They
stood hand in hand, looking at the sailing clouds, the distanl hills, the miniature outlines

01 Ihe nearby town. Once, John found himsell staring intently at the earth belore him. Was Greg
there ... ? He almost laughed aloud at this obvious absurdity. II Greg was anywhere, he thoughl,
Greg was everywhere-in the blue 01 the spring sky, in the young green of the new leaves,
in the warmth 01 his own heart, in everything he sensed and felt. For weeks, now, he had been
able to think 01 Greg without passion, without pain, without regret, lor somehow Greg had been
reborn in him. Perhaps, he had said to himself, Greg had never really died.

Gloria looked up at him suddenly, and pressed his hand. "You know,"-her voice was intense-
"people would say thai there were only two 01 us here, but I think there are really three. I know
that I never will be quite the same as Greg to you-he was the lirst one in your heart. But how
could I be jealous 01 him? After all, he's a part 01 both 01 us, and I loved him :00."

In the lew instants that lollowed, John lell himself growing immeasurably from within. It was
as il the appearances of lile dropped away from his sight, as if he lelt himsell touching the
Iringes 01 life's limitless and eternal essence. First Greg, then Gloria had been waylarers with him
in Ihis great adventure 01 the spirit. Perhaps they had caught this same vision before him, but
anyway it did not matter, because it was a vision in which time stood still, in which past and
luture were wiped out by an infinite now. He tried to find words to tell Gloria what he now saw
and felt. Then, as he looked down into her luminous lace, he knew that he had nothing to tell her,
because th is was her vision, too.

They clasped each other tightly, tenderly, with eyes half-closed, drenched by the noonday
sunshine. A meadow-lark perched brielly upon a nearby tombstone, and poured into their ears and
over the countryside a cascade of golden song.

END
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INTERNA TIONAl News from other countries; trans-
lations and selections from homo-
file magazines abroad.

THE MALE HOMOPHILE
IN BLACK AFRICA

From: ARCADIE, Nov., 1954

If one considers the Homosexual
Problem internationally, it becomes
apparent that its incidence in the ter-
ritories and states of Africa is among
the least known. Several reasons ob-
tain for this-foremost, 'the vast bar-
riers between colored and white ele-
ments which permit little information
of a detailed nature from passing to
us; the natural "prudery" of the
African, who conjures all manner of
reticences before a questioning which
tends too much to probe; and lastly,
the highly diverse bents and customs
of the two races. From this state of
affairs arises the awkwardness of any
study of homosexuality in this area.
And from this self-same dearth of
material I shall construct my report,
leaning heavily on personal observa-
tion. My notes are of a provisional
character only, and I hope it will be
understood that they are susceptible to
revision, modification, and even cer-
tain among them to invalidation in
proportion to more recent and thor-
ough findings.

First of all, it's necessary to set up
a picture of the affective-level of the
African in general, into the frame of
which can be inserted the problem of
the homophile. The question in point
is very much at the heels of local cus-

By: Tery

(Transliteration): David

tom. Now, in Africa, customs are pro-
foundly different from those of Eu-
rope, at times diametrically opposite,
particularly where sentiment and mar-
riage are concerned. In deference to
simplification, I shall cite only those
practices which are common to the
wide majority.

The affective-level, or, sentiment, of
the African is very near 10 non-ex-'
istent. Save in that element which is
somewhat more advanced; the African
hews to an inflexible principle: the
woman is to be, in the household, a
purely utilitarian instrument; her at-
tributes consist of serving her hus-
band and bearing him offspring. On
the other hand, as sexual relations are
customarily forbidden so long as the
wife carries a child on her back-and
this is for two years-polygamy be-
comes a necessity, undertaken solely
to permit the male to assuage his de-
sires and to beget other offspring
during his wife's "incapacitation."

So it follows that the African male
enjoys an almost total independence
in regard to women. One rarely en-
counters husband and wife together.
The husband goes with his friends,
and, their conversation lasting well
into the night, no wife would allow
herself to remark in the least at his
return.
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Paradoxically, if there exists prac-
tically no sentiment in the relation of
husband to wife, it springs forth rather
astonishingly in simple relations of
friendship. It is quite common, for
example, to see two young African
males in the street, walking with their
hands clasped, or even held about
the waist, or even about the neck;
however this attitude, which would
not fail to scandalize the proper folk
of Europe, is infinitely too frequent
to provide any indication of confirmed
homosexuality; moreover, it is often
affected by men who are married and
quite beyond suspicion. In any case,
if the Europeans smile now and then,
no African would ever dream of re-
proving it.

A last point, heavy with impor-
tance in the behavior of the African,
is the matter of the Dowry. Contrary
to European custom, tradition has it
that in Africa it is the husband who
deposits a dowry with the parents of
his future mate; not only this, he
must also make numerous gifts to his
fiance and her family. Thus a young
African, if he is hard put for means,
can scarcely hope to marry at an early
date. It is not uncommon, in fact, to
observe wealthy old chieftains to col-
lect disappointed young beaux about
them, so that many young males re-
main for extended periods in the
ranks of bachelordom.

This circumstance brings about an
intense desire to marry, manifesting
itself in a sort of "fashionableness"
towards the marital state comparable
to that which is rife among European
girls, but guided by different motives:
at first the necessity of having chil-
dren-a man without offspring is dis-
credited in Africa-and above all the
fear of passing for an individual who
has never been able to afford to give
a dowry. Actually, if a "prolonged"
bachelor has become the butt of gen-
eral contempt, it is likely that it will
have been for this reason above all.

Th: read.er will have no difficulty
now in notmg that these varied fac-
tors are of a nature which might favor
homosexual reproachments, particu-
larly if one considers:

1. That homosexuality never
feeds the conversations of the Afri-
can; all passes by as if he had ig-
nored it or wished to ignore it.

2. That the African is thorough-
ly "epicurean" in the sense that his
pleasure-seeking is constant, un-
concerned as to domain, always
pursuing the immediate enjoyment,
without the slightest noticeable care
for possible consequences from his
acts.

3. That the African Negro never
nurtures the more "complex" con-
sideration, and that he poses be-
fore him in no instance the tragic
questions which loom to torment
the European homophile. This al-
most excessive balance, at times
touching inconsequence, is a par-
ticularly remarkable trait of his
character.

4. Lastly-and this is incontest-
ably an essential point-that the
African prostitutes do not accord
their favors except upon receipt of
spot-cash payment. There is prac-
tically no exception to this rule, well
fashioned to cast into disarray the
spirit of a bachelor wanting for re-
sources.

It is very difficult to know in what
measure homosexuality has always ex-
isted in Africa. It appears fairly cer-
tain that, before the conquests, dur-
ing the time of clans living under a
sort of feudalism, certain chieftains
may have maintained an entourage of
"mignons" for their personal needs
and those of their guests. But African
traditions, which are wholly oral, are
doubtfully transmitted, so that it is
nearly impossible to strike upon cer-
tainty in reviewing them.

There is one sure fact: the Euro-
peans have played and still play a
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determining role in the development
of homosexuality in Africa. This is
borne out by the much greater fre-
quency of the practice along coastal
areas, above all at Senegal, which
stands at one of the oldest points of
colonization. It is no-one's secret that
homosexuality is present, even among
the Africans, and notes of scandals
periodically fire the local publications
to new zeal, protesting vehemently
this" danger."

But little by littfe homosexuality has

H
been extending into the interior; the
Africans are themselves its propagan-
dists, by the contacts they have with
the coast: I have had occasion of
"confessing" a young Sudanese who
told me of having been initiated by a
Sengalese, and to have taken a liking
to it.

The religions-Islam or the fetish-
ists-appear to constitute no obstacle,
they are bound in highly systematized
ritual, their acts executed with keen
scrupulousness; but all of this ap-
pears to have hardly any effect upon
the intellectual and moral behavior of
the individual himself: it is a facade,
a sort of nod to society. For the fetish-
ists it appears as a heap of supersti-
tions which ban much, but interesting-
ly do not preclude homosexuality.

For all of the reasons I have given,
it may be asserted that homosexual-
ism is rather frequent-a good many
persons have related to me happen-
ings which could scarcely allow for
doubt on the subject. But these mani-
festations are for the most part short-
lived, and under no circumstances are
they ever laden with the feelings of
guilt which plague the Europeans and
the West in general.

It is therefore, in the vast majority
of instances, that homosexuality is no

t:1r
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more than occasionally typical. Far
more delicate is the consideration of
the incidence of active homosexuality,
excfusively.

To attempt a treatment of this last
problem, it is fitting to recollect that
the African has the opportunity of
living each day for itself and taking
things as they come, without weaken-.
ing his position in the world as a
consequence. This is to say that he
poses hardly a question to himself
and never finds refuge in introspec-
tion as we know it; he does not en-
gage in self-reflections, and under-:
take to judge himself when remiss.
Then to be recalled are the practices
of the culture itself, which constitute
for the African a veritable matrix, a
sort of tunnel-the outside of which
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Berlin's Chief of Police on the Law
Against Homosexuals

Extract taken from VRIENDSCHAP, Oct., 1955 tr., R. H. STUART

The Chief of the Berlin Police gave an interview to newspaper men this
month. He spoke about the German law against homosexuals. One of the most
important things that could happen now, he began, would be to completely
abolish the offending section of the law: "What should be left is only a law
against a person who offends with someone under age." He further remarked
that, "of this latter case there have been no more than 150 in the whole year.
For a city the size of Berlin this is not an unusual number." A more serious prob-
lem for his town, he points out, "is the 400 to 500 'trade boys.' ." "But," he adds,
"it would be impossible to erase these people."

"Also important to consider," the chief said, "are the many numbers of
crimes against the homosexual himself as a result of our inadequate laws which
foster blackmail, murder, suicide, and worse. We all know that the homosexual
is an easy victim for different kinds of attack. But much of this mischief could
be eliminated by removing the outmoded portions thus bringing our laws up
to date."

is an utter blank to him. Tradition is
to take one or more women and to
bring forth children: so he marries,
automatically, with no thought of other
possibilities of existence. Therefore,
if essential homosexuality exists with-
in the African-and it exists-there is
for the most part a formidable inhibi-
tion of this instinct beneath the in-
fluence of racial temperament and
prevailing customs. Of course, this
situation has nothing original to it; it
has been largely the onus of many
Europeans, particularly those of the

'lower social classes. These homo-
philes, invested with some petty local
authority, conduct an absolutely "nor-
mal" life, even marry, up to the time
of some event, or an emotional up-
heaval-a blinding bolt of insight, an
accidental homosexual discovery-
throws sharply into light their true per-
sonality. Now, this upheaval has a
good deal less chance to come about
with the African Negro, whose feel-
ing is heavily blunted if compared
with that of the European, and who is
truly bewitched by his inflexible cus-
toms.

I am not going to pretend to have
made, in this brief space, any sort of
thorough coverage of the Homosex-
ual Problem in colored Africa. I have
given as much as my personal material
would allow, often fragmentary and
in snatches, but significant, I feel, to
what we are considering. It appears
as though the following concfusions
may be sanctioned:

... Homosexuality exists, but prin-
cipally in a desultory form, and at
the present time it exerts practically
no influence, constructive or debilitat-
ing, upon African society.

... To all appearances, one is able
to foresee that evolution and civiliza-
tion-with all that these factors pro-
vide in independence and refine-
ments, in teaching men to think and in
gradually draining away the ancestral
customs and mores-will oblige the
Africans better to judge, and to take
account of their personality. Thus, by
step over step, ineluctably, homo-
sexuality risks becoming, in Africa as
elsewhere, a human problem of the
first order.
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THE FEMININE
VIEWPOINT

by and about women

On textbooks in ONE'S s"owel/se
gabrlelle gane".

Aren't human sex and love intrin-
sic? Why then do some practitioners
of psychiatry extract the sex; present
to the reading public their cadavers
and call it life? I say PORNOGRAPHY
-this is the climate and the land-
scape of some of these texts. They
appear to this reader a pornographic
"work" hiding badly under the guise
of science. Most of them describe
hideously in detail the love play of
sick souls who seem not to know the
sacred meaning of love. Material
seemingly directed to those perverted
heterosexual minds that need the de-
mented and depraved for a satisfac-
tion that is not theirs in their own" ap-
proved" beds. (At best these books
are more comprehensive than are the
twenty-five cent pocket books.) The
same printed between the covers of
ONE, however, would be a heinous

•

(FEMALE HOMOSEXUALITY by Frank S. Caprio
inspired the following from Gabrielle Ganelle
who seldom "deviates" from fiction but
couldn't reslat.)

crime; punishable by law. But because
the makers of these books claim to
know, under the M.D. banner, these
works go on falsely in the name of
science and as a detriment to the
clean and healthful living of the major
part of our homosexual society.

Th.t homosexuality is associated by
SCIENTIFIC MINDS with alcoholism,
narcotic addiction and demented sex-
ual aberretions icf every sordid type
seems proof enough of their unhappy
error. It is stated in these books that
moral condemnation should be re-
duced and more scientific understand-
ing used-but it is books of this kind
that undermine the security of the
"married," (non promiscuous) happy
and well adjusted human being that
is homosexual. That a homosexual is
"made" and not born or "born" and
not made seems more a springboard
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for the philosopher - why prattle
about it? The situation exists I (bear-
ing in mind that the cases reported in
these texts are sick souls referred to
as "patients" and could not possibly
be representative of the millions of
homosexuals who've found no need
to consult psychiatry.) Does the heter-
osexual stop to consider why he is
a heterosexual and capable of loving
one of the opposite sex? No. Nor
does the homosexual. That these texts
are the result of the researchings of
doctors ... granted ... but the con-
struction of the work is ludicrous rath-
er than logical. It reminds me of the
reporter visiting in a strange city. He
writes words and words and words
about this city. But he has never lived
in it so he hasn't a real picture of
what he is talking about. It seems in-
finitely wiser to me to remove the
stigma of this "condition" thereby
removing the fear that makes too
many of us withdraw from becoming
better candidates for civic duties.
What human being when renunciated
will not in like manner renunciate?
Who, when hate is fostered against
him, will not hate in kind? Yet there
are millions of homosexuals today
who, in spite of undergoing hardships
suffered by present day laws and the-
ories, have the marked distinction of
selflessness when needed.

It has been read by this writer in
these "books of science" that fear
of rejection is common among our
people. I challenge the heterosexual
to imagine, if he will, being an oddity
among an hypothetical world of ho-
mosexuals and being fortunate in find-
ing for himself a mate whom he can
love and who can in turn love him.
Indeed would this "odd heterosexual"
not be always anxious of intervention
from a world hostile to his way of
life?

We are told that we're an unhappy
lot-that we're a jealous, fearful and
guilty people. Firstly-that every ho-
mosexual is unhappy is a bold gen-

eralization if not a ridiculous one. Sec-
ondly-if the homosexual has mental
conflicts do you suppose that being
born human (a gregarious animal) and
being forced to proceed always cau-
tious would not at times give rise to
that conflict?

Imagine, if you will, hiding the fact
that you are in the throes of terrible
pain; you are in the company of your
doctor: the man who's calling it is to
care for such matters. Yet, you are
determined to keep this pain from
him, because (due to the standard of
his practice) it is against his principles
to tend you for this pain-principals
set up for him by society's rules of
rote forbid him to attend to you. So,
to prevent his discomfort by allow-
ing him to have the feelings of in-
adequacy, you resist the tem ptation
of crying out. Such is the predicament
of the homosexual with his family.
Though his suffering is the healthy
suffering of love-the family who's
calling it is to care for such matters
cannot or "dare" not. As a result it
has been observed by this writer that
many a homosexual in love, whose
good sense of duty forbids intimacy
with a timid and rote riddled family,
has not the well balanced well round-
ed well being that is the birthright of
every living creature.

It is frightening to think that these
books serve mostly to strengthen and
secure the overwhelming ignorance
already rampant on the subject.

Then of course there is the matter
of God-but that again seems out-
side the ken of psychiatry, and may
be coynted a meritorious omission in
books by these doctors who make
these sick subjects their "specialty."
And since the reading laymen resort
to these books for knowledge of ho-
mosexuality and receive an incom-
plete and distorted picture, any ref-
erence to the normalcy of homosex-
uality would indeed reduce curiosity
and, hence, the value of the mer-
chandise.
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LETTERS
~~v~

Dear Editor:
I heard of your magazine from a very good

friend of mine, and I'm sure yours, when I
was in Japan.

At first I was skeptical somewhat prejudiced
by the very idea of a magazine which was
put out for the betterment of those and the
informtaion of those who are not of our own
particular minority.

I had weird visions of long, drawn-out dis-
sertations of the "whys" and "wherefors" by
obscurely famous psychologists. Th is I've
found is not so; nor is it so that ONE is
lewd or obscene, as those who I thought were
broad minded enough to appreciate such
work would have me believe. Even though the
proof of its worth was staring them right in
the face,

It makes me sad to realize that the average
hetero man has not progressed beyond the
point of the repulsive and often violent at-
titude which is almost immediately aroused
when in the company of a known homosexual.
Of course there are those who tolerate be-
cause they understand, and those who don't
and merely shrug it off through ignorance
and lack of interest in humanity.

But my sadness is greatly relieved with
every issue of ONE that I receive. I wish
there were more like it. Keep up the good
work, I'm sure you'll winl

MR. Wm.
VICTORVILLE, CALIF.

Gentlemen:
The cut of the Donatello bust of Antonio

dei Narni was a lovely thing. I had thought
I was familiar with all of Donatello's work,
but of this bust I had never heard. I attempt-
ed to paste the illustration inside Mary
Renault's Charioteer, but the volume was too
small, so I put it inside Hadrian, wh ich I
thought was next in spirit, so that I can pre-
serve it where it belongs.

Gratefully yours,
MR. l.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

The views expressed here are
those of the writers. ONE's readers
cover a wide range of geograph-
ical, economic, age, and educa-
tional status. This department aims
to express this diversity.

Dear One:
I know absolutely nothing about art to this

point. But became intrigued over the cover
of your Dec. magazine. When Miss Elloree
did the cover do you think that she was
thinking of the Sphere's of light? Or a ray
of light.

Those drawings are definitely Spherical
lenses to a degree. However there are six of
them and only five shown on the cover; now
to get you out of the dark I'll explain in
brief what I'm trying to tell you.

Of spherical lenses there are six varieties
known as plano concave, convex, biconvex,
meniscus, diverging convex, diverging con-
cave, combine these and you get a combina-
tion of transparent biconvex shaped lenses
which serve to focus the light or rays of light
on a subject.

This may not have any bearing on the sub-
ject, but thought it would be fun to let you
know that I cared enough to ask.

MR. J.
LEXINGTON, VIRGINIA

Editors Note: Thank you for .the information!
Miss Elloree tells us that she was thinking of
"passable barriers," which really isn't very
different from the idea of lenses, is it?

Dear People:
"Applause of Suns crashing against Suns"

to you for the December 1955 issue of ONE.
The magazine seems to be going more and
more each year in the direction of respec-
ability.

I do not think it is a mistake for you to
include art of all kinds and periods in ONE.
Probably you are aware of the fact that there
is a definife lack, at the present time, of
strictly literary "little magazines" such as
Dial, Broom, Uttle Review, et al, wh ich were
common during the 20s and early 30s, and
which were an important influence in bring-
ing out new writers. The reason for the dis-
appearance of these experimental sheals is

not clear. But I believe the need for them is
greal at the present as it was during the post
World War I period. People with literary in-
terests will, right now, subscribe to anything
resembling a "little mag."

Therefore, it seems to me that a policy
for ONE which leaned in the "arty" direc-
tion might be just the thing to increase cir-
culation by leaps and bounds and to extend
the influence of ONE well into the heterosex-
ual camp, where the message of tolerance is
most needed.

I am not, of course, saying that you should
change ONE: A Magazine for Homosexuals to
TWO: A Magazine for Arty People. I am
merely suggesting that, with care, ONE's realm
of influence could be widened greatly if its
editorial policies were allowed to continue
taking the gentle swing toward the publica-
tion of new artists and experimental pieces,
as well as bringing "out of the past" writers
of older generations (like the Plato series
you ran. Applause to you for tha!!) Once the
ball gets rolling there would be no lack of
good material, with homosexual tinge, for pub-
lication. ONE would in this way be filling a
dual need: the need for a mouth-piece for
homosexuals, and a need for a revival of
the "little magazine" principle.

I am enclosing my congratulations to you
people, who in my estimation are heroes for
having the nerve to publish ONE. The dif-
ficulties you probably encountered at first
must have been nerve racking.

MR. C.
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN
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Editors Note: Our nerves are STILL racking,
Mr. C. But thanks for your kind words, your
suggestions and your support- We shall con-
tinue carrying the message of tolerance into
ALL camps.

Gentlemen:
ONE has been a source of pleasure, strength

and information. I think you maintain an
excellent balance amongst your various arti-
cles-the serious "paper," the serious fiction,
and the fiction which fairly "takes off." I
have enjoyed the poetry, the Feminine View-
point, and the letters. Along with many others,
I commend and thank you, most sincerely, for
what you are doing.

I am glad that you are keeping ONE as
our own group's magazine and sounding
board. The Mattachine Review does the so-
ciological approach effectively, and I find it
valuable. But I like the in-group feeling
have with ONE.

MR. R.
COMMERCE, TEXAS

Dear Sirs:
Please extend my subscription for another

year. As others have, I urge you to continue
publication, even tho behind schedule. The
many who would silence your voice in a just
cause will be frustrated by your persistance.
This cannot but be to the advantage of ONE,
its readers and civil liberties as a whole.

MR. G.
RESEDA, CALIF.

Dear Sir:
The reason why I gladly donate my hum-

ble contribution is the realization that there
are so many sincere people in all vocations
to express their appreciation about the good
you're doing. 'It also inspired me for the
better.

MR. L
ONTARIO, CANADA

Gentlemen:
Congratulations to Mr. K. of Osawatomie,

Kansas. May more of our parents be granted
the capacity to accept us, as we arel

MR_ C.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Dear Sirs:
I have just completed the recent issue of

ONE. " is the second time that I have read
the book. Your first and now this one, I
think that first issue had a principle since then
you have deviated dreadfully. I am sure your
ideas are intended to help. Unfortunately, it
is impossible to help deterriated minds and
your book caters to deterriated minds.

I am familiar with N. Y. so I am referring
to it when I say clean out the so-called "gay"
bars, spots and districts. Then your book will
become a true guiding light and handbook.
I am a young person knowing all about life
and living that is respectfully necessary. I
am not a small mind that have never hope to
belittle anyone because of their shortcomings.

From the front of the book to the back
there is nothing but a waste, thirty pages and
each article worst than the other. The poetry
is an insult to poets. Your lists of book pub-
lications is a direct insult to authors and your
entire publication of ONE an insult to the
literary world and all its mediums. I am
de stroyinq this copy irn me dj a.e ly the only
purpose it will serve is to start a fire in my
fireplace.

MR. G.
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Editors Note: Friend, you'd better keep on
subscribing .. those two issues won't start
a good fire.
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~ S16tilll NtHI-VlJting Members (CtHltributlJrs) ~

ANNUAL MEMBERS ($10) ONE, Magazine for 1 year;
the first issue of ONE, CONFIDENTIAL, a ticket to the
Annual Meeting.
CONTRIBUTING MEMBERS ($ 25) ONE, Magazine for 1
year; the first TWO issues of ONE, CONFIDENTIAL
(second to contain a list of lawyers); a ticket to Annual
Meeting.
SUSTAINING ($50) OR ($5 per month) ONE Magazine
for 1 year; ONE, CONFIDENTIAL for 1 year; a ticket
to Annual Meeting.

ONE CONFIDEN rIAL
FOR VOTING & NON-VOTING MEMBERS

A fearless, hard-hitting occasional newsletter. Things
you ought to know not suitable for the general reader,
or newsstand circulation; special news to ONE's "fam-
ily," from the Library, Research, Social Service - all
the departments.
YOU MUST BE A MEMBER TO GET ONE, CONFI-
DENTIAL - ENROLL NOW!

First is sue, (out in March) containing the Corporation's
Annual Report, and other confidential material.

BECOME A PARTNER IN AN OUTSTANDING EDUCATIONAL
AND SOCIAL SERVICE INSTITUTION

JOIN TODAY
•

incorporated

232 SOUTH HILL STREET, LOS ANGElES J 2, CALIfORNIA

NAME _

STREET _

CITY ZONE __ STATE,--, _

I .m over twenty one (Sign) _

EnclosedFind For _
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THE SAGA OF A SOUL IN SEARCH OF HAPPINESS IN LOVE ••.

MAN ON A PENDULUM
A Case History of an Invert Presented by a Religious Councelor

by
Dr. Israel Gerber $3.50

This book is vital in giving a first-hand account of the life and sufferings of a
person struggling with homosexual tendencies. We are able to see the hopeless
situation that results from giving way to such tendencies, the lack of adequate
facilities to rehabilitate such a person, and the deterioration that requires heroic
efforts to turn the pendulum. We can also see the value of pastoral counseling in
this situation, and some of the causes that lead to his predicament, as well as the
steps leading to his cure. There is a quality of moral strength in the story, not
only in the vivid contrasts but also in the effort to find a moral basis for
responsible living.

-Prof. PAUL E. JOHNSON
School of Theology, Boston University
Editorial Board, Pastoral Psychology Magazine

This case afforded me an insight into the life of a homosexual which enabled me
to perceive his dynamics of adjustment more clearly than in any history of homo-
sexuality that I had found in professional literature.

-DR. THOMASF. STATON
Montgomery, Alabama
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Please send me . . copies of.

MAN ON A PENDULUM by Dr. Israel J. Gerber
$3.50 per copy, postage free

enclosed find check ________money order

Name ._.._.__._._.. ._..._._....

Street

City .. .. .. State . .. . ..... . _
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